The app provides a centralized platform for communication between pet trainers and pet owners. This ensures that all communication related to pet training is stored in one place, making it easy to access and track.

The app provides secure storage for documents, photos, videos, and texts related to pet training. This ensures that all information is kept confidential and only accessible to authorized users.

The app allows pet trainers and pet owners to easily upload and share documents related to pet training. This includes training schedules, veterinary records, and other important information.

About Project
A Mobile Platform for Pet Training

The Pet Loop App aims to solve this problem by providing an all-in-one solution that allows pet trainers and pet owners to easily share, manage, and store communication related to pet training. This includes training schedules, veterinary records, and other important information, leading to better pet training outcomes.

Plan of Action
Work Process

Research
UX Research
UI Design
Application Development

Project Goals
Features

Chatting with Trainers/Customer
Payment Integration with Stripe
Multi Tenant Architecture
First look
Login Screen
The ultimate solution for pet parents and trainers alike! Login to keep your pet info organized, assign the perfect trainer, and share fun photos and videos with ease.

Design Interpretation
UI Design

Home Screen
This home screen allows easy access to the most important features of the app, such as schedules, routines, media, call, and chat. It is designed in a unique way for clients, trainers, and admins.

In App Call
An in-app call is a feature that allows clients/trainers to make voice calls directly within the app. This means you don't have to switch to another app or use a different program to make the call, as it can be done right within the app itself.

Chatting with Trainer/Customer
Chatting with a trainer can be a great way to get expert advice on how to train and care for your furry friend. During a conversation with a trainer, you can ask questions and discuss any concerns you may have regarding your dog's behavior, training, nutrition, and overall well-being.

Manage Trainings
Managing dog training is the process of evaluating training programs to ensure that dogs receive the training necessary to become well-behaved and obedient companions. Clients/trainers can view and schedule dog training.
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Media in cloud
Media in the cloud helps in the storage and delivery of digital media content, such as videos, images on remote servers accessible via the internet. Here, client/trainer can upload or view dog’s images, videos and other documents on mobile applications.

Software As a Service
Pet Loop
Organisation 1
Branch 1 Branch 2 Branch 3
Organisation 2
Branch 1 Branch 2 Branch 3

Trainer
A pet trainer can login via the specified app provided for them in which they can view the schedule for the day, able to connect to the respective pet’s owner with a call or chat to update their day with the pet or answer queries raised by the client and upload or view pet’s images, videos and other docs.

Customer
Client can login via the specified app provided for them in which they can find the best trainer for their pet, manage pet’s profile, able to connect to their pet’s trainer with a call or chat to get updates of the pet or ask any doubt regarding the training, get notified regarding the schedules and upload or view pet’s images, videos and other docs.

Admin
Admin can manage upcoming clients, ongoing clients, previous clients and pet trainers, admin can monitor dogs, clients, trainers and dogs in training. Handle the profiles of the clients, trainers and dogs by creating new profile, edit the existing profile and delete. Admin can assign the trainers with the pet, Admin could connect with both pet trainers and owners via call or chat and upload or view pet’s images, videos and other docs.
Trainer
A pet trainer can login via the specified app provided for them in which they can view the schedule for the day, able to connect to the respective pet's owner with a call or chat to update their day with the pet or answer the queries raised by the clients and upload or view pet's images, videos and other docs.

Customer
Client can login via the specified app provided for them in which they can find the best trainer for their pet, manage pet's profile, able to connect to their pet's trainer with a call or chat to get updates of the pet or ask any doubts regarding pet training, get notified regarding the schedules and upload or view pet's images, videos and other docs.

Admin
Admin can manage upcoming clients, ongoing clients, previous clients and pet trainers, admin can monitor dogs, clients, trainers and dogs in training. Handle the profiles of the clients, trainers and dogs by creating new profile, edit the existing profile and delete. Admin can assign the trainers with the pet, Admin could connect with both pet trainers and owners via call or chat and upload or view pet's images, videos and other docs.